Arnold Clark Protect includes:

Arnold Clark Protect
technology supplied by Supagard®

Protect
From £249

Customer aftercare kit
Tyre and trim dressing, bird lime neutraliser, alloy wheel cleaner,
shampoo gloss enhancer, glass and mirror cleaner,
antibacterial upholstery cleaner.

It’s like having
a new car
every day.

Emergency kit
First-aid kit, fire extinguisher, everlasting torch, wheel-changing
gloves, reflective waistcoat, family cagoule set, kneeling mat.

Arnold Clark Protect

Price

Fabric interior
Leather interior

£249
£269
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Why use Arnold Clark Protect?

Unprotected paint

Unprotected interior

If left unprotected, paint
deterioration begins
from day one. Pollution,
acid rain and ultraviolet
rays will begin to oxidise
the paint.

The unprotected fi bres
in your new car can
soak up liquids and dirt,
leading to unsightly
stains and marks.

Arnold Clark Protect professionally applied
automotive paint and interior protection
products oﬀer real value to both new and
used car customers, keeping your car looking
as good as it did the day you bought it.
Protects your car’s exterior
All Arnold Clark Protect products have been developed
to withstand the harshest environmental and climatic
conditions and our paint sealant is one of the most
technologically advanced treatments available. When
your car’s treated with Arnold Clark Protect:

Preserves your car’s interior

Unprotected after 1 year

Unprotected after 1 year

The paint has started to
oxidise and the grime in
the low points can only
be cleaned by a cutting
polish, which removes a
layer of paint.

Dirt and spilled liquids
have absorbed into the
fi bres, the stains and
marks that can devalue
your car.

• The invisible barrier helps reduce friction between
upholstery and carpet fibres, prolonging their life
and allowing them to retain their natural texture and
appearance.

• This protects your paintwork from the worst that
the elements can do and there’s no need to wax or
polish it – all you have to do is wash the car.

• To help keep your car in pristine condition, certain
packs include a selection of aftercare products.
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• These professionally applied products prevent spills
of coﬀee, tea, milk, soft drinks, juices, water and
other similar liquids from permanently staining your
fabrics, carpets or leather.
• The dirt can be either vacuumed or wiped oﬀ with a
gentle cleaning solution.

• Paintwork is coated with a high-tech polymer
sealant that bonds to the paint and forms a tough
protective barrier with a high-gloss finish.

• Once applied, it’s there to stay for a minimum of 3
years, and that’s our guarantee.

Arnold Clark Protect fabric and carpet protection
coats each fibre with a resin-based formula that
won’t wash out. For cars with leather seats, we also
oﬀer an exclusive package specifically designed for
the cleaning and protection of your leather without
damaging its supple and lustrous feel – Arnold Clark
Protect leather protection.

Protected after 3 years

Protected after 3 years

Our high-gloss polymer
sealant protects the paint
from day one. There has
been no oxidisation, no
accumulation of grime
and no reduction in
paint thickness.

Our unique resin-based
formula has protected and
sealed the fibres against
staining so your car still
looks as good as new.

• Once applied, it’s there to stay for a minimum of 3
years – your car retains the same superb look it had
when you bought it, so when you come to sell it, you
can be assured its value has been preserved.
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